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INTRODUCTION
The ground field k is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero. Let
G be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group. Each irreducible
finite-dimensional G-module contains a unique smallest nonzero
w xorbit}the orbit of highest weight vectors. Following 12 , the closure of
this orbit is said to be an HV-variety of G. Fix a Borel subgroup B of G
 .and a maximal torus T in B. Denote by X T the character group of T
and by X the monoid of dominant weights relative to B. For l g X , Vq q l
 .is the irreducible G-module with highest weight l and C l ; V is thel
respective HV-variety.
In this paper we study the T-actions on HV-varieties. Our main results
w  .xT  .concern the algebra k C l of T-invariant regular functions on C l :
v
Tw  .xwe describe the canonical module v of k C l ;lrr T
v  .  .we find all the l's such that the quotient map p : C l ª C l rrT
is equidimensional, see Section 3;
v
Tw  .xwe find all the l's such that k C l is a polynomial algebra, i.e.,
 .C l rrT is an affine space, see Section 5.
*This research was supported in part by RFFI Grant 98-01-00598. I am indebted to M.
Brion for stimulating remarks. This work was finished while I was visiting MPI fur Mathe-È
 .matik Bonn . I thank the Institute for its hospitality and enjoyable stay.
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To compute v , we use information about the canonical module vlrr T l
w  .x w x w xof k C l obtained in 8 , and the theory developed in 6 . Each dominant
 .weight l determines a closed face G l of the Weyl chamber and,
conversely, to each face G, one associates a special weight l on it.G
Thereby starting from l, we get a dominant weight l . Both v andGl. l
v are being described in terms of the mutual position of l and l ,lrr T Gl.
 .  .see 1.3 and 1.7 . The knowledge gained about v is then used forlrr T
w  .xTclassifying the dominant weights such that k C l is a polynomial.
w  .x w  .xTThe algebras k C l and k C l , as well as their canonical modules,
 .   ..are graded. Let F t resp. F t be the Poincare series of the firstÂl lrr T
 . w  .xresp. second algebra. Because k C l is Cohen]Macaulay, the minus
 .degree of F t as a rational function is equal to the lowest degree ofl
  ..nonzero elements in v and similarly for F t . Denote this numberl l rr T
 .by q l . As usual, the proof of a classification result consists of two steps:
to rule out ``infinity'' and to look over the remaining finite list. To deal
 .  .with the first step, we show that dim C l F q l q dim T whenever
w  .xT  .k C l is a polynomial, see 5.1 . The list of admissible weights obtained
after ruling out ``infinity'' though is not finite, yet is rather small. Its
nontrivial part consists of two infinite families of dominant weights of
SL . We handle these cases by applying some ``stability'' results forpq1
HV-varieties of SL , which may have a wider range of applications.pq1
Namely, we prove that some families of HV-varieties have isomorphic
algebras of T-invariants and, moreover, this common algebra can be
 .interpreted as the coordinate algebra of an HV-variety of SL , see 4.3 ,p
 .4.4 . This allows us to finish the proof of classification Theorem 5.3. For
 .all cases when C l rrT is an affine space we indicate the representation
 .of the Weyl group on C l rrT. A classification of equidimensional quo-
tient maps is based on some geometric considerations in Section 2.
For general information on Invariant Theory the reader may consult the
w xarticle of E. B. Vinberg and V. L. Popov 13 .
 .1. THE CANONICAL MODULE OF C l rrT
In this section we recall basic facts on HV-varieties and then obtain a
description of the canonical module for their quotients by T.
1.1. Notation. G, B, T are as above. The simple roots corresponding to
 4  .  .B are a , . . . , a , D resp. D is the set of roots resp. positive roots ,1 p q
 .and X is the monoid of dominant weights. The character group X T isq
 .being considered as a lattice in the Q-vector space E s X T m Q. The
 .sublattice of X T generated by D is Q, and the monoid generated by Dq
< <is Q . For any set of roots P ; D we use the notation P to denote theq
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< <  .sum of these roots, P s  a . Fix the W-invariant inner product ,a g P
on E induced by the Killing form. For l g X , the positive integersq
 .  .  k.l s 2 l, a r a , a s l, a are called the numerical labels of l. Theni i i i i
l s  p l w , where w , . . . , w are the fundamental weights. Recall thatis1 i i 1 p
1 < <D s D s w q ??? qw .q 1 p2
The m-weight space of V is V m. A star * is used for denoting either thel l
dual G-module or the highest weight of the dual module. For instance, the
symbols V U and V represent the same object. For l g X , let ¨ be al l* q l
 .B-eigenvector in V . Then C l [ G¨ is an HV-variety of G.l l
w x  . w  .x w x ` U1.2. THEOREM 12, 5 . i k C l s k G¨ s [ V . In particularl nlns0
 .C l is normal.
 .  .ii C l is Cohen]Macaulay with only rational singularities.
w  .xThe algebra k C l is graded, the grading being defined via the action
 .of the 1-dimensional torus of scalar transformations in GL V . Thel
 . w  .xPoincare or Hilbert series of k C l is defined byÂ
F t [ dim V U t n . . l nl
nG0
This formal power series is the Taylor expansion of a rational function of
 .  .dim Cl.  .  .the form H t r 1 y t . The integer q l [ ydeg F s dim C ll l
y deg H plays an important role in the theory of the canonical module ofl
 .C l . One can compute it as follows. To any dominant weight l one can
attach a closed face of the Weyl chamber Q X . Given l s  l wq q ig I i i
 .  .  .l ) 0 , we set G l [  Q w . That is, G l is the minimal face ofi ig I q i
Q X containing l. On the other hand, if G is any face of Q X , oneq q q q
defines a special weight l asG
l s a g D , a , G / 0 . 4 .G q
w xThe following is easy to prove, see, e.g., 8 ,
v l is dominant. Moreover, it is the orthogonal projection of 2DG
on G.
v G is the minimal face of Q X containing l .q q G
It follows that nl y l g X for any l g X and sufficiently largeGl. q q
w  .x n g N. Denote by v the canonical module of k C l . All informationl
w x .on canonical modules needed for us can be found in 8, 6 . Recall that it is
w  .x w  .xa reflexive k C l -module of rank 1. Since k C l is graded, v is gradedl
 .  .as well and the following conditions are equivalent: i v is projective, iil
 .v is free. In this case C l is said to be Gorenstein. Next, G acts naturallyl
on v preserving the grading.l
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w x  .  .  < 41.3. THEOREM 8, 3.6, 5.1 . i q l s min n nl y l g X ;Gl. q
 .  . U  .  4  .ii v , V . Hence, v / 0 iff n G q l ;l n nlyl l nG l.
 . w  .xiii the k C l -module structure on v is gi¨ en by the tensor productl
of representations with the subsequent projection onto the Cartan component:
V U = V U ª V U .m l nlylGl. nqm.lylG l.
 .  .1.4. COROLLARY. i C l is Gorenstein if and only if nl s l forGl.
some n g N;
 .   . .  .  .ii q nl y 1 n - q l F q nl n for all n g N.
 .Proof. i This is obvious.
 .  . .  .ii From 1.3 i for nl it follows that q nl nl y l g X andGl. q
  . .  . .q nl y 1 nl y l f X . Then apply 1.3 i to l.Gl. q
 .1.5. Remarks. 1 An algorithm for computing weights l is found inG
w x8, 3.7 . It works as follows. If G is an edge of the Weyl chamber, say
 .G s Q w , then l s q w w and since l is the orthogonal projection ofq i G i i G
 .  .  .  .2D , we have q w s 2D , w r w , w . The integers q w 's are said to bei i i i i
the edge labels of G. Suppose G s  Q w and aI G 2. Let us say theig I q i
nodes of the Dynkin diagram corresponding to I are white and the other
ones are black. For each white node, consider the maximal connected
subgraph that contains this node and no other white nodes. It determines a
simple subgroup G9 of G together with an edge of the little Weyl
chamber. Then the label of l on this white node is equal to theG
respective edge label of G9. The black node labels of l are equal to zero.G
w xThe table of edge labels for all simple groups is found in 8, 3.7 .
However, it contains two errors for E : one has to replace 14 by 13, and 287
 . by 14. After these corrections one may see that rk G q 1 F q w F h h isi
.  .the Coxeter number , and q w s h if and only if w is minuscule. An ai i
priori proof of these facts will be given in the Appendix.
 .2 The weight l corresponds to the anticanonical sheaf of theGl.
 .flag variety Proj C l . This is important for computing cohomology of
 .invertible sheaves on Proj C l . For this reason the edge labels were also
w x computed in Akhiezer's book 1, p. 125 . However, the list contains one
.error for E .7
 . w3 Another algorithm for computing l was given by D. Snow 10,G
xSect. 2 .
w  .xT 0The algebra of T-invariants k C l has the zero weight space V asnl*
its nth graded piece. The corresponding Poincare seriesÂ
F t [ dim V 0 t n .  .lrr T nl*
nG0
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 .defines a rational function and we set q lrrT [ ydeg F . Let vlrr T lrr T
w  .xT  . w  .xTbe the canonical module of k C l . As usual, C l rrT [ Spec k C l .
 .Because C l rrT has rational singularities by Boutot's theorem and in
 .particular is Cohen]Macaulay, q lrrT is equal to the smallest degree of
nonzero elements in v . In order to compute it, we apply a simplifiedlrr T
w xversion of a general result of F. Knop 6, Satz 6 :
1.6. THEOREM. Suppose X is a T-¨ariety ha¨ing rational singularities and
 .Tthe T-action on X is stable. Then v s p# v , where p : X ª XrrT isX rr T X
the quotient map.
w xProof. Keep the notation of 6 . We consider the action of a connected
 .group, hence Q , k. By Satz 6 c , we have D s D for torus actions. Fors m
stable actions, none of the T-stable divisors dominates XrrT. Thus D s 0s
 .in our situation and we conclude by Satz 6 d .
 . w x  .The T-action on C l is always stable 9, 2.1 and making use of 1.3 we
obtain the following description.
 .1.7. THEOREM. Let l g X and G s G l be the corresponding face ofq
Q X . Thenq q
 .  . 0 Ui v , V ;lrr T n nl*ylG
 . w  .xTii the k C l -module structure on v is gi¨ en by the natural maplrr T
V 0 = V 0 U ª V 0 U .m l* nl*yl nqm.l*ylG G
Recall that V 0 / 0 if and only if m g Q and that l g Q for any face G.m G
 .Together with 1.4 it immediately implies
 .  .  <1.8. COROLLARY. 1 q lrrT s min n g N nl g Q and nl y
4l g X ;G q
 .2 Let a g N be the minimal number such that al g Q. Then
 .  .  .  .  .q lrrT s q al a and q l F q lrrT F q l q a y 1;
 .  .  .  .3 q l s q lrrT if and only if q l l g Q.
 .Let us give a review of the Gorenstein property for C l rrT.
 .  .  .  .1.9. PROPOSITION. i If C l is Gorenstein, then q l s q lrrT and
 .C l rrT is also Gorenstein;
 .  .ii Let C l rrT be Gorenstein and a g N the smallest number such
0  .that al g Q. Then dim V s 1, where m s q al al y l .m G
 .  .  .Proof. i This follows from 1.4 and 1.7 .
 . w  .xTii In the Gorenstein case, v is a free graded k C l -module.lrr T
Hence the homogeneous piece of the minimal degree has to be of
dimension 1.
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 .  .The second assertion shows that if C l rrT is Gorenstein and C l is
not, then G has a nontrivial representation V such that dim V 0 s 1. Am m
classification of such dominant weights for simple groups can be extracted
w x  .from 2, Theorem 3.1 . The list of admissible pairs G, m is
A , n p q 1 w n g N , B , w , G , w . .  .  . . .p 1 p 1 2 1
Whence one immediately obtains
 .1.10. COROLLARY. Suppose G is any of the groups C p G 3 , D , E ,p p p
 .  .or F . Then C l rrT is Gorenstein if and only if C l is.4
A direct verification shows that the same assertion holds for G . For A2 p
 .and B , there are non-Gorenstein weights l such that C l rrT is Goren-p
stein. Their description is unknown at this writing. It is only clear that
there are finitely many of them for B and the theory developed in thep
next sections proves that their number for A is infinite.p
2. GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTIONS
w  .xBecause the coordinate algebra k C l* is a multiplicity free G-mod-
 .ule, C l* has finitely many B-orbits. Their description is immediate due
to Bruhat decomposition. Write ¨ for a m-weight vector. Then ¨ is am yl
 .lowest weight vector in V . As usual, w ¬ l w is the length function on Wl*
and W l ; W is the set of representatives of minimal length for the coset
space WrW .l
 .  .  .  4l2.1. LEMMA. 1 C l* s " B ? ¨ j 0 ;w g W ywl
 .  .2 codim B ? ¨ s l w .Cl*. ywl
Ä ÄLet P s LN be a standard parabolic subgroup in G, where L is the
Levi subgroup containing T and N is the unipotent radical. Denote by L
Äthe universal covering of the derived group of L. Write I for the subset of
w x1, p corresponding to the simple roots of L. Recall that this establishes a
one-to-one correspondence between the standard parabolic subgroups and
w x  .  .the subsets of 1, p . We may and will consider the w i g I as thei
fundamental weights of L. Set w s  w . It is the minimal P-regularP if I i
dominant weight a dominant weight l is called P-regular if the stabilizer
 : .of the line ¨ g PV is exactly P . The weight w defines a functionl l P
 .  k.X T ª Z, m ¬ w , m , which we call the level function.P
Given l g X , define a dominant weight l9 of L in the following way.q
If l s  l w , then l9 s  l w . The following visual procedure isi i i ig I i i
related to this definition: l being represented by the Dynkin diagram
equipped with the numerical labels, one just erases all the nodes that are
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 .not in I. The remaining may be not connected diagram with remaining
 .labels represents the highest weight of a representation of L.
2.2. LEMMA. Let l be arbitrary dominant weight. Then
 .  .N1 V is an irreducible L-module whose highest weight is l9;l
 .  .N m  k .2 V s [ V , where m runs o¨er all weights such that m , wl l Pm
 k .s l , w .P
 .  .NProof. 1 Each highest weight vector of L in V is a highestl
 .Nweight vector of G as well, hence irreducibility. Clearly, ¨ g V is al l
highest weight vector for L. The description of the embedding L ; G
shows that the L-weight of ¨ is just l9.l
 . m2 We think of V as the direct sum of level spaces [ V .kl l m , w .scon stP
Each level space is L-stable and the action of N raises the level. Thus, the
 k .  .Nspace with maximal level l , w lies in the irreducible L-module VP l
and we are done.
Let us apply it to HV-varieties. We have
` `
N Nk C l* , V s V , k C l9* . .  .[ [nl nl9
ns0 ns0
w  .xN w  .xThat is, k C l* has the same graded L-module structure as k C l9* .
Yet this does not imply that multiplication is the same. We prove this fact
in the next theorem.
 .  .2.3. THEOREM. 1 C l9* is naturally being realized as a L-stable sub-
 .¨ariety of C l* ;
 . w  .xN w  .x2 k C l* , k C l9* .
 .  .Proof. 1 C l* contains ¨ , a lowest weight vector. Then L¨ ,yl yl
 .C l9* .
 .  .2 We think of V as the set of functions of degree n on C l* .nl
For each n, take in V the sum of all level spaces whose level is notnl
w  .xmaximal and call it J . Obviously, J [ [ J is an ideal in k C l* . Itn nnG1
 . . w  .x w  .xNthen follows from 2.2 2 that k C l* rJ , k C l* . Therefore J is
 .prime and it defines an irreducible L-stable subvariety of C l* . Denote
Ä H .  .  .by J the ideal generated by J . Then V J ; V J s C l* l J , where1 1
Ä Ä H .V J is the set of zeros of J and J is the annihilator of J in the dual1 1
space. Clearly, J H is the minimal level subspace in V . It then contains a1 l*
H H .lowest weight vector ¨ . Since J is L-stable, C l* l J > L¨ ,yl 1 1 yl
 .C l9* . Let P be the opposite parabolic subgroup to P. From they
decomposition G s P WP , it immediately follows that if g¨ g J Hy y yl 1
 . Hthen there is g g P such that g¨ s g¨ . Therefore C l* l JÄ Äy yl yl 1
Ä Ä .  4  .  .s L¨ . Because V J / pt , we have V J s V J . Whence J s rad Jyl
w  .x w  .xand k C l* rJ , k C l9* .
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 .  .2.4. COROLLARY. As a sub¨ariety of C l* , C l9* lies in the null-fibre
 .  .of the quotient map C l* ª C l* rrT.
H m  <  k .Proof. By construction, J s  V , where D s m m , w s1 m g D l* P
 k .4y l , w . Hence D belongs to an open half-space in E and, by theP
H  .  .Hilbert]Mumford criterion, J l C l* s C l9* lies in the null-fibre.1
 .Remarks. 1 If the reader does not like to see so many * in the
 .  .statement of 2.3 , then he may proceed in the dual way. Take ¨ g C l .l
Ny . w x w  .xThen L¨ , C l9 and k L¨ , k C l , where N is the unipotentl l y
radical of P . However, the same amount of * is required for the proof ofy
 .the dual version of 2.2 .
Ä . w x2 It follows from a recent result of A. Broer 3, Sect. 3 that J s J
 .in the proof of 2.3 .
3. EQUIDIMENSIONAL QUOTIENT MAPS
 .In this section we find all l's such that the quotient map p : C l ªl
 .C l rrT is equidimensional. The classification argument turns out to be
w xvery close to that used in 9 for describing the weights satisfying a stronger
w  .x w  .xT  .condition that k C l is a free k C l -module. Denote by N l the
 .fibre of p containing zero ``null-fibre'' . As is well known, p is equidi-l l
 .  .mensional if and only if N l is of the expected dimension dim C l y
 .dim C l rrT s dim T. In order to prove that p is not equidimensionall
for most l's, one has to be able to find out sufficiently large pieces of
 .  .N l . These will be supplied by 2.4 . A simple but helpful observation is
 .that p is equidimensional if and only if p n g N is, and therefore itl nl
suffices to find only primitive dominant weights with this property. Indeed,
take the cyclic group Z of order n in the torus of scalar transformationsn
 .  .  .of V . Then C l ª C l rrZ , C nl is a finite T-equivariant map.l n
3.1. THEOREM. Let G be a simple algebraic group and l a primiti¨ e
element in X . Then p is equidimensional if and only if l occurs in theq l
 .  .  .following list: A y w , w , w q w ; B p G 2 , C p G 2 , D p G 3p 1 p 1 p p p p
yw .1
w xProof. ``If.'' This is proven in 9, 2.6 .
 .  .``Only if.'' Suppose dim N l s dim T. From 2.4 and the next remark, it
 .follows that any erasing procedure applied to l gives us a pair L, l9 such
 .  .that the corresponding subvariety C l9 lies in N l . The strongest
constraint corresponds to erasing a single node such that each connected
component of the remaining diagram possesses nonzero labels such a
w x.node is called l-admissible in 9 . Then rk L s rk G y 1 and l9 deter-
mines a locally faithful irreducible representation of L. Hence each
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 .l-admissible node yields a constraint of the form dim C l9 F rk L q 1. It
is easy to see that this holds if and only if each simple factor L of L isi
isomorphic to some SL and the respective representation of L is just an ii
symmetric power of either the simplest representation or its dual compare
w x.with 9, 2.5 . Thus, making use of a different approach, we are arriving at
essentially the same conclusion as in the first part of the proof of Theorem
w x2.6 in 9 : if l is primitive and p is equidimensional, then l9 has a ratherl
specific form and therefore l must be contained in the following list:
 .  .  .A y w , w , aw q bw ; B p G 2 , C p G 2 , D p G 3 y w ; C ,p 1 p 1 p p p p 1 2
 .G y aw q bw , where gcd a, b s 1.2 1 2
This already is almost the required list. To eliminate extra ``ab''-cases,
 .we use the description of B-orbits in HV-varieties 2.1 . It suffices to
 .detect one of them lying in N l and having dimension G rk G q 1. From
 .the Hilbert]Mumford criterion, it follows that B¨ ; N l iff theywl
shifted cone ywl q Q Q does not contain zero iff wl f Q Q . Sinceq q q q
dimensions of B-orbits are computable, the task for the rank two cases
reduces more or less to drawing pictures, and the general case of A ,p
aw q bw with a / b is similar to that with p s 2. This approach can be1 p
 .used for computing true dimension of N l , for each irreducible compo-
 .nent of N l is W-conjugate to a B-stable one.
w xRemark. Comparing with 9, 2.6 , we obtain the following a posteriori
w  .xTassertion: If l is primiti¨ e and p is equidimensional, then k C l is al
polynomial algebra. However, we shall see in the next section that there are
w  .xTprimitive l's such that k C l is polynomial, but p is not equidimen-l
sional.
4. STABILITY RESULTS FOR SLpq1
Throughout this section G s SL with the obvious choice of B and T.pq1
We shall use the standard numeration of roots and weights, in particular
wU s w . Let l s  p l w be a dominant weight of SL . Thei pq1yi is1 i i pq1
 .associated partition l s l , . . . , l is defined by l s l q ??? ql , and1 p i i p
< <l [  l . Then the dominant weights of V are in one-to-one corre-i i l
 .spondence with partitions m s m , . . . , m with at most p q 1 nonzero1 pq1
< < < <parts such that l s m and l G m. Arbitrary weights of V correspond tol
strings of integers which are permutations of such m's. Denote by l9 the
 .truncated partition l , . . . , l . It determines a dominant weight l9 of2 p
SL , which is said to be truncated, too. As we shall see below, this notationp
is compatible with that used in Section 2. Denoting wX , . . . , wX the1 py1
dominant weights of SL , we have l9 s l wX q ??? ql wX . We write Vp 2 1 p py1 l9
 .for the respective SL -module. Clearly, nl 9 s nl9. The following is ap
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wrepresentation-theoretic translation}with the same proof}of 7, I.6, Ex.
 .x2 c :
4.1. LEMMA. l and m being as abo¨e, assume that each part of m G l .2
Then dim V m s dim V .l l9
m  .Proof. As is well known, dim V is the number of column-strictl
tableaux of shape l and weight m. In any such tableau T , the 1's must
occupy the first m squares in the top row, and hence T is determined by1
its entries in the remaining rows, which constitute a tableau of shape l9
and arbitrary weight. The word ``arbitrary'' means that all the weights of
V are taken into account, not only dominant ones.l9
p < <4.2. COROLLARY. Suppose l s  l w g Q l X is such that l Gis1 i i q
 .p q 1 l or, what is the same,2
l G p y 1 l q ??? ql . e .  .1 2 p
0 0  . 2Then dim V s dim V s dim V for any m, n g N .m l m lqn pq1.w m l91
< <  .Proof. The condition of being in Q means l r p q 1 g N. Then the
< <  .zero weight is given by the partition whose parts are equal to l r p q 1 .
 .Clearly, the truncated partitions associated to ml and ml q n p q 1 w1
are the same.
w This leads to the following observations. First, all the algebras k C l* q
 . .xT  .n p q 1 w n s 0, 1, . . . have the same Poincare series whenever lÂp
 . w  .xsatisfies e . Second, this series coincides with that of k C l9* , where
 .C l9* ; V is the HV-variety of SL . Because these coincidences by nol9* p
means prove that the algebras in question are isomorphic, our aim is to
recover some geometry which is hidden behind it.
4.3. THEOREM. Suppose l s  p l w is a dominant weight lying in Qis1 i i
 .  .   . .and satisfying condition e . Then C l* rrT , C l* q n p q 1 w rrTp
 .   . .and C l rrT , C l q n p q 1 w rrT for any n g N.1
Proof. By duality, it is enough to establish either of the conclusions
w  .xTand, by induction, it is enough to treat case n s 1. To prove that k C l*
w   . .xT, k C l* q p q 1 w , we consider a bi-graded algebra which containsp
both of them. Define C to be the orbit closure
UC s G ¨ , ¨ ; V [ V . . pq1.w l*  pq1.w lp p
w x w xAs was shown in 12 , C is normal and k C is bi-graded, the graded piece
 . w x  .of degree n, m being k C s V . Moreover, given n , mn, m n pq1.w qm l 0 01
g N2, we have
`
w xk C , k C n p q 1 w q m l* . . .nn , nm[ 0 p 00 0
ns0
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 . .  .Associated to the projections of C onto C p q 1 w and C l* , therep
w  . .xT w xTare the graded monomorphisms i : k C p q 1 w ª k C and i :1 p 2
w  .xT w xT  w  . .xT . w xTk C l* ª k C such that i k C p q 1 w s k C and1 p n n , 0
 w  .xT . w xT w  . .xTi k C l* s k C . Since dim k C p q 1 w s 1 for any n and2 m 0, m p n
w xk C is bi-graded,
T T Tw xi m i : k C p q 1 w m k C l* ª k C .  . .1 2 p
w xT w xTis a monomorphism. Because dim k C s dim k C for any n byn, m 0, m
 .4.2 , we see that i m i is surjective, i.e, an isomorphism. Let y be a1 2
w xTnonzero element in 1-dimensional space k C . Then1, 0
` `
T T Tnw x w xk C l* q p q 1 w s k C s y k C . . [ [n , n 0, np
ns0 ns0
`
TTw x, k C s k C l* . .[ 0, n
ns0
< <EXAMPLE. For the first layer representations, i.e, those with l s p q
 .  .1, condition e is satisfied iff l is a hook iff l s p q 1 y i w q w .1 i
 .4.4. THEOREM. 1 For any l g Q l X , there is a graded monomor-q
w  .xT w  .xphism k C l* ª k C l9* ;
 .  .2 If l satisfies condition e , then
Tk C l* , k C l9* . .  .
 .  .  .  .Hence C l rrT , C l* rrT , C l9* , C l9 are isomorphic as abstract ¨ari-
eties.
Before proving this result, we deduce a consequence of it and make
some preparations.
 .  .4.5. COROLLARY. Suppose either l s p y 1 w q w q n p q 1 w or1 2 1
 . w  .xTl s w q w q n p q 1 w . Then k C l is a polynomial algebra of di-1 p 1
mension p generated by the functions of degree 1.
Proof. Under this assumption, the truncated weight l9 corresponds to
 .either the simplest representation of SL or its dual. In both cases, C l9p
is an affine space of dimension p.
From now on, we consider SL as the subgroup L of G whose simplep
roots are a , . . . , a . Let P be the standard parabolic subgroup whose2 p
semisimple part is L. Then the unipotent radical N of P is p-dimensional;
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it corresponds to the roots a , a q a , . . . , a q ??? qa . Let e , . . . , e1 1 2 1 p 1 p
be a basis of n s Lie N consisting of respective root vectors. Because N is
 .commutative, the e 's pairwise commute in the enveloping algebra U g .i
 .Set A s e q ??? qe g U g . We may consider A and all its powers as1 p
operators in any representation space of G.
 . m 0.  k .4.6. LEMMA. 1 A V s 0 for all m ) l , w ;l 1
 . lk , w1. 0  .N2 A injecti¨ ely maps V into V .l l
Proof. Recall from Section 2 that associated to a parabolic subgroup
 k .we have the level function, which is now just m ¬ m , w , and V may be1 l
thought of as the union of the level spaces. Each application of A takes a
 k .weight vector one level up. Since the maximal level is l s l , w , the1 1
first part follows. The only assertion that still requires proof is injectivity of
Al1. Take any ¨ g V 0. Then Al1¨ is the sum of ``monomials'' of the forml
em1 ??? em p ¨ , where m q ??? qm s l . The ordering of e 's is immaterial,1 p 1 p 1 i
because they commute. Since the weights of e 's are linearly independent,i
different nonzero monomials belong to different weight subspaces. It then
suffices to prove that at least one monomial is not zero. If all such
monomials were equal to zero, then one would find on a smaller level a
 .vector which would being annihilated by all operators e i s 1, . . . , p , i.e.,i
N .  .would belong to V . However, this contradicts 2.2 .l
After these preparations we come back to
 .  k .Proof of 4.4 . Recall that l s l , w and1 1
T0V , k C l* and V , k C l9* . .  .[ [nl nl9
nG0 nG0
w  .xT w  .xN w  .xWe define the map A: k C l* ª k C l* , k C l9* as follows. If
0  .   . . l1 n  .¨ g V then A ¨ s 1r l n ! A ¨ . By 4.6 , A is injective and onenl 1
needs only to prove that it respects multiplication. This follows at once
 . .from the Leibniz rule and condition 4.6 1 , which shows that only the
 0 .required summand survives ¨ g V :i n li
1
l n qn .1 1 2A ¨ ? ¨ s A ¨ ? ¨ .  .1 2 1 2l n q n ! . .1 1 2
 .l n qn1 1 21 l n q n . i l n qn yi.1 1 2 1 1 2s A ¨ ? A ¨ 1 2 /l n q n ! . . i1 1 2 is0
1 l n q n .1 1 2 l n l n1 1 1 2s A ¨ ? A ¨ s A¨ ? A¨ .1 2 1 2 /l nl n q n ! . . 1 11 1 2
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Thus, A is a graded algebra monomorphism and the first part is proved. If
 .  .  .l satisfies e , then A is one-to-one due to 4.2 , Hence C l* rrT ,
 .C l9* . Finally, HV-varieties sitting in dual modules are isomorphic as
 .  .abstract varieties, hence C l9* , C l9 .
 .Remark. Theorem 4.3 follows from 4.4 as well. We included the
separate proof of the former because it is more direct and can be
transformed into a ``tableau-free'' proof. In fact, one may avoid appeal to
 .  .tableaux and prove 4.3 together with the first equality in 4.2 by means
 .of the following argument. We work with C as in 4.3 . The first part of
that proof established that i m i is a monomorphism for any l. Geomet-1 2
rically, this means that the natural map
w
i m i : CrrT ª C p q 1 w rrT = C l* rrT .  .  . .1 2 p
 .wis dominant. Then one can prove in a purely geometric way that i m i1 2
 .  .is finite whenever l satisfies e . It is striking to see how e arises from
the application of the Hilbert]Mumford criterion to the T-action on C.
Then coming back to algebra, we have dim V 0 s dim V 0 forl lqn pq1.w1
n 4 0. By monotonicity of weight multiplicities, one then concludes this
holds for all n g N and thus i m i is an isomorphism. The end of the1 2
 .proof is the same as in 4.3 .
5. HV-VARIETIES WITH FREE ALGEBRA
OF T-INVARIANTS
In this section we find all the dominant weights of simple groups such
 .that C l rrT is an affine space and describe the representation of the
 .Weyl group that affords C l rrT.
 .5.1. LEMMA. Suppose C l rrT is an affine space and a g N is the
minimal number such that al g Q. Then
 .  .  .i dim C l F dim T q q l ;
 .  .  .ii dim C l - dim T q q l ra q 1.
 .Proof. It follows from stability of the action that dim C l rrT s
 .  .  .dim C l y dim T. If C l rrT is an affine space then q lrrT is the sum
w  .xT  .  .of degrees of free generators of k C l , whence q lrrT G dim C l y
 .  .  .dim T. If l g Q, then q lrrT s q l , which proves i in this particular
 .  .case. In general, we have C al rrT , C l rrT and by the preceding part
 .  .  .the inequality dim C al F dim T q q al holds. Obviously, dim C al s
 .  . .  .  .dim C l . From 1.4 ii it follows that q al - q l ra q 1, which proves
 .  .  .ii . Finally, i is a consequence of ii .
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 .  .The condition ii is stronger, but it is easier to deal first with i in
classification arguments.
 .  .  .5.2. LEMMA. If condition 5.1 i holds for l s  l w l / 0 andig I i i i
 .  .aI G 2, then there is i g I such that dim C w F dim T q q w y 2.0 i i0 0
 .  .Proof. Since dim C l ) dim C w for any j g I, it suffices to provej
 .  .  . .  .that q l - q w for some i g I. From 1.3 i it follows that q l Fi 00
 .  .q  w . Hence we may assume that l s  w . Recall that q w isig I i ig I i i
 <  . 4 < <being computed as follows. Set P s a g D a , w ) 0 . Then P si q i i
 .  .  < < .  .q w w , i.e., q w s P , w r w , w . Similarly, set P s D P . Theni i i i i i i l ig I i
< <  .  4  < < .  < < .P s  c w and q  w s max c . Since P , w s P , w , wel ig I i i ig I i i l i i i
 .  .  .see that c - q w for every i g I. Thus, the inequality q l - q wi i i0
 4holds for i such that c s max c .0 i i0
The main result of this section is the following
 .5.3. THEOREM. Let C l be an HV-¨ ariety of a simple group G. Then
 .C l rrT is an affine space if and only if either l or l* occur in the following
table.
  .The column dim contains dimension of C l rrT , the next one contains
 .degrees of basic invariants. The number d is equal to gcd n, p q 1 . The
 .notation for the Weyl group representation on C l rrT in the last column
 . .will be explained in front of 5.4 .
Group l dim Degrees Repr.
nrdA nw 1 p q 1 rd sign .  .p 1
n
p y 1 w q w q n p q 1 w p 1, . . . , 1 R m sign .  .  .1 2 1
nq1
w q w q n p q 1 w p 1, . . . , 1 R m sign .  .1 p 1
B w p 1, 2, . . . , 2 R S [ sign . .p 1 p
p G 2 2w p 1, . . . , 1 R S [ 1 .  .1 p
C w p 2, . . . , 2 Rp 1
p G 2 2w p 1, . . . , 1 R . 1
D w p y 1 2, . . . , 2 R S .p 1 p
p G 3 2w p y 1 1, . . . , 1 R S .  .1 p
 .Proof. Let us say that l is good whenever C l rrT is an affine space.
First, we shall prove that all good weights occur in the table. The general
 .strategy is as follows. Let l be good. Then it satisfies 5.1 and if it
contains several fundamental weights then one of those satisfies even the
 .  .stronger condition 5.2 . So, we find all fundamental weights satisfying 5.1
and then check whether it is possible to add something without disturbing
 . .  . .this condition. We apply 5.1 i for an initial estimate and then 5.1 ii for
``fine tuning.''
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I. G s A .p
 .  .  .  .1 Here q w s p q 1 for any i and dim C w s p q 1 y i i q 1.i i
 . . 2  .Hence 5.1 i gives i y i p q 1 q 2 p G 0. Analyzing it, we obtain
 . .that w , w , w , w satisfies 5.1 i for any p; w for p s 5, 6; and w1 2 py1 p 3 4
for p s 6. By duality, we may always assume that l contains w with i Fi
 .p q 1 r2.
 .2 Consider the weights containing w . Obviously, all multiples of1
  . .w are good weights in this case dim C l rrT s 1 . Look at other1
 .  . .possibilities with w . Assume that l s c w q w q . . . satisfies 5.1 i .1 1 1 i
 .  .  .  .Because dim C l G dim C w q w and q l F q w q w , w q w also1 i 1 i 1 i
 .  . 2  .satisfies it. Since dim C w q w s p q 2 i y i and q w q w F p,1 i 1 i
 . .one obtains the inequality i y 2 i y p G 0 in this case. That is, either
 .  .i s 2 or i s p. One checks w q w q w p G 3 does not satisfy 5.1 .1 2 p
Hence, there are two possibilities:
 .  .a l s c w q c w . Here dim C l s 2 p and l s 2w q pw .1 1 2 2 G 1 2
 . .  .Therefore, 5.1 i holds for l iff q l s p iff c s 1. Applying more2
p . .precise inequality 5.1 ii , we have 2 p - p q q 1. Whence a s 1, i.e.,
a
 .  .l g Q. This means that c s p y 1 q n p q 1 , n s 0, 1, . . . .1
 .  .b l s c w q c w . Here dim C l s 2 p and l s pw q pw .1 1 p p G 1 2
 . .  .Therefore, 5.1 i holds for l iff q l s p iff either c s 1 or c s 1.1 p
 . .Again, inequality 5.1 ii shows that l g Q and this gives us weights
 .w q w q n p q 1 w , n s 0, 1, . . . or their duals.1 p 1
 .3 Next, we are to consider dominant weights that contain w and2
do not contain both w and w ; in particular, p G 3. Let l s w . Then1 p 2
 .  . .a G p q 1 r2 and from 5.1 ii it follows that p F 3. Since A s D , this3 3
case is relevant to items 8, 9 in the table. Next, assume that l s w q w q2 i
 .  .  . .. . . 2 - i - p and 5.1 i holds for it. Then
2 p y 1 s dim C w - dim C l F p q q l - p q q w s 2 p q 1. .  .  .  .2 2
 .  .This means dim C l s dim C w q 1, which is possible only for l s w2 2
q c w . Thus, this case gives us no new admissible weights.1 1
 .  .4 The last case in question is l s w q . . . for p s 5, 6. Since3
we may assume that l does not contain w , w , w , w , it remains only a1 2 py1 p
 . .few possibilities. One easily checks that 5.1 ii is never satisfied for them.
For other simple groups we play the same game and the work turns out
to be shorter. We present only some details for the symplectic and the
exceptional groups.
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 .II. G s C p G 2 .p
 .  .  .  2 .Here q w s 2 p q 1 y i and dim C w s 2 p q 1 y 2 i i q i y i r2i i
 .  . .q 1 1 F i F p . The inequality 5.1 i holds in the following cases: w for1
any p; w for p F 3; and w for p s 3. As a result, besides the items in2 3
 . .the table, we obtain that 5.1 ii holds only for l s w and p s 3.2
w  .xTHowever, k C w is not a polynomial ring for Sp . Indeed, w g Q and2 6 2
 .  . 0 w  .xTq w rrT s dim C w rrT s 5. Since dim V s 2, the algebra k C w2 2 w 22
cannot be generated by 5 elements of degree 1.
III. For the exceptional groups, the only fundamental and even domi-
.  . .  .  .nant weights satisfying 5.1 i are E , w and G , w . However, w f Q6 1 2 1 1
 . .for E and 5.1 ii does not hold in this case. As for the G -case, because6 2
 .C w is a hypersurface in 7-dimensional space, it is not hard to prove that1
 .C w rrT is a hypersurface, too.1
We are left to show that all weights l in the table are good. Items 1 and
4]9 are related to the simplest representations of classical groups and
w xtherefore they are easy. This has already been observed in 9, 2.6 . As for
 .the two infinite strings, items 2 and 3, these cases are covered by 4.5 .
wHowever, a direct ``tableau-free'' proof for l s w q w is found in 9,1 p
x3.1 .
 .Remark. One may note that dim C l rrT F dim T for all good l's.
However, the converse is not true; e.g., for G s SL this inequality holds3
for any l.
 .  .The Weyl group W s N T rT acts naturally on C l rrT. When l is
good, one obtains a representation of W. Let us call it the quotient
representation. Next, we describe them for the l's in the table.
w  .xTWhenever all free generators of k C l are of the same degree, say m,
the quotient map has the following interpretation. Denote by p the
composition
f t 0C l ¨ V ª V ª V , . l m l m l
where t is the T-equivariant projection and f corresponds to the natural
U m U w xhomomorphism V ª S V s k V . Then p is the quotient map, i.e.,m l l l m
0  .V , C l rrT. Therefore the quotient representation is just the zerom l
weight representation. This applies to all but one item in the table; the
remaining case is easily treated by hand. We use the following notation for
representations in the table: R is the standard reflection representation of
the corresponding Weyl group; ``sign'' is the one-dimensional representa-
 . lw .  .  . .tion w ¬ y1 ; R S is the reflection p y 1 -dimensional repre-p
sentation of the symmetric group S ; 1 is the trivial 1-dimensionalp
representation.
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As a by-product, one can see when the quotient representation is a
 .  .reflection representation, i.e., when C l rrN T is an affine space:
 .  .  .5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose that both C l rrT and C l rrN T are
affine spaces. Then l or l* is contained in the following list: A y nw nrdp 1
.  .  .  .  .is e¨en , w q w q n p q 1 w , n is e¨en , p y 1 w q w q n p q 1 w ,1 p 1 1 2 1
 .n is odd ; B y 2w ; C , D y w , 2w .p 1 p p 1 1
 .  .It is worth noting that there are weights such that C l rrN T is an
 .affine space, while C l rrT is not. For example, this is the case for
 .  w x.G s SL and l s 2w , where C 2w rrT is a hypersurface see 4, 3.3 .6 3 3
6. EXAMPLES AND PROBLEMS
6.1. EXAMPLE. G s SL . In this case all the weight multiplicities have3
 w x.an explicit simple description see, e.g., 9, 4.4 . It is then not hard to write
down the Poincare series F for arbitrary l. Suppose l s aw q bw ,Â lrr T 1 2
a G b. Then
¡ 31 q 3b y 1 t .
, if a y b ' "1 mod 3 .231 y t .~F t s .lrr T 1 q b y 1 t .
, if a y b ' 0 mod 3 . .2¢ 1 y t .
From Stanley's characterisation of Gorenstein domains it follows that
 .  .C l rrT is Gorenstein if and only if b s 0 or b s 1 and a ' b mod 3 or
 .b s 2 and a ' b mod 3 . The first two series give us affine spaces. As for
 .the third one, Theorem 4.4 applies and one obtains that C 2D q 3nw rrT1
 3.  .  .is a hypersurface a quadric in A . Moreover, C 2D q 3nw rrN T is an1
affine space. Together with the example at the end of the previous section,
 .  .this gives some hope that the following might be true: If C l rrN T is an
 .affine space, then C l rrT is a complete intersection.
6.2. Duality for A . Looking through the table, one sees that thep
 .weights w q w and p y 1 w q w , which generate two infinite series,1 p 1 2
correspond to conjugate partitions. Brion has suggested that it might be
explained by means of an involution on the ring of symmetric functions
which takes each elementary symmetric function e to the completer
 w x.symmetric function h see 7, Chap. I . Following this hypothesis, oner
may address the following question.
Ã< <Let l be a dominant weight such that l s p q 1 and l the weight
Ã .  .corresponding to the conjugate partition. Is it true that C l rrT , C l rrT?
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 .At least, this is the case, if l is a hook. Then 4.4 applies and it turns
Ãout that l9 and l9 correspond to the dual fundamental representation
of SL .p
6.3. Isotypic components. The most interesting problem concerning the
 .actions of T on C l 's is the study of isotypic components. For any
 . w  .xm g X T , one defines the m-isotypic component in k C l* by
w  .x m . m w  .x w  .xTk C l* [ [ V ; k C l* . It is a graded k C l* -modulenlnG 0
whose structure has a lot to do with asymptotic behaviour of m-weight
w  .x m .multiplicities. The main question is: When is k C l* a Cohen]Macaulay
 . w  .xT  .s CM k C l* -module? Of course, if the quotient map p : C l* ªT
 .C l* rrT is equidimensional, then all isotypic components are CM. But
this is a common property of actions of reductive groups and unlike the
w xcase of representations 11 , no other general results of qualitative nature
are known for HV-varieties.
Next, we show how one can find many examples of non-CM iso-
typic components for G s SL . We retain notation of Section 4. Sup-pq1
 .pose l g X l Q and e is satisfied. Then l can be written as l sq
Ä Ä .  .m p q 1 w q l, where m G 0 and one has equality in e for l. Let m1
be a weight of V . Then m is a weight of V as well. Denote bym pq1.w l1
 . w  .x m .F t the Poincare series of k C l* .Âl* < m
 .  .LEMMA. Suppose m / 0. Then F t s F t y 1.l* < m l*rr T
 .Proof. If we treat m as a weight of V , then each part of m G nl .nl 2
 . m 0From 4.1 , it then follows that dim V s dim V s dim V for n G 1.nl nl9 nl
mAs dim V s 0 for n s 0, we are done.nl
w  .xTSince k C l* is a CM algebra, we have
H t .
F t s , .l*rr T r di 1 y t .is1
where d , . . . , d are degrees of a homogeneous system of parameters and1 r
 . w x  . r  di.H t g Z t has nonnegative coefficients. Therefore H t y  1 y tis1
 .is the numerator of F t . It is important that this specific numeratorl* < m
corresponds to a choice of homogeneous system of parameters. Hence it
w  .x m .must have nonnegative coefficients whenever k C l* is CM. It is
 . r  di.however not hard to produce examples, where H t y  1 y t hasis1
 .  w  .xTnegative coefficients. For instance, if H t ' 1 i.e., k C l* is polyno-
.mial and r G 2 or if r is even.
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A. APPENDIX
 .Here we prove the properties of edge labels mentioned in 1.5 . Along
k  k <with the root system D, we shall consider the dual system D s a a g
4 k kD . The notation ht a refers to the height of a root in D .
A.1. THEOREM. Let G be a simple algebraic group and h the Coxeter
number of its root system. Then
 .  .i rk G q 1 F q w F h for any i;i
 .  .ii q w s h if and only if w is minuscule.i i
 <  . 4 < <  .Proof. Recall that P s a g D a , w ) 0 and P s q w w . Leti q i i i i
W be the subgroup of W generated by all simple reflections, excepti
 .for s , and let w g W be the longest element. Then w P s P andi i i i i i
 .  . < <w D R P s y D R P . Therefore D q w D s P . Take any a g P .i q i q i i i i
 k.   k..  < < k.  . k. kThen D , a q D , w a s P , a s q w w , a . That is, ht a qi i i i
 k.  . k.  k.ht w a s q w w , a . Taking a s a , one obtains 1 q ht w a si i i i i i
 . k k k  .q w . Since ht a F h y 1 for any a g D , we have q w F h. Further-i i
 .  k. kmore, q w s h if and only if w a is the highest root in D . In thisi i i
 k.   k.. < k. <case, the equality 1 s w , a s w , w a implies that w , a F 1i i i i i i
 k.for any a g D, i.e., w is minuscule. On the other side, w a is the rooti i i
 k.of maximal length among the roots such that w , a s 1. Since this seti
p k k .  .contains the root  a , we have ht w a G p s rk G.is1 i i i
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